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Abstract ： The paper presents a kind of OOA/OOD method about management information
system (MIS). The object model includes information model,function model and status model,
named IFS model in this paper. These models are controlled by some data. Model Driven
Development(MDD) is a kind of model driven, which is a method of model driven software
development(data-Driven).And MIS which is built through data-driven can adapt to different
application areas.

1.Introduction
Software development has experienced four stages, which are the computing center , data center,
the object center(integration of data and processing), and the developing model center . In the age of
the model center, MIS development is a process of model driven by the (Model Information), which
runs through the analysis, design, implementation, configuration, maintenance and management of
MIS development. Model Driven Development(MDD) is a kind of model driven, which is a method
of model driven software development(data-driven). The model runs through the requirement analysis,
design, implementation and maintenance of the whole process of software development method
[2-4].In this paper, the object model is the model of MIS, including information model, status model
and function model.And MIS which is built through data-driven can adapt to different application
areas.

2. Object model
The object model of MIS must be able to meet all kinds of the application requirements of
information processing. In the development of MIS, it is very important to abstract the information
characteristic,which reflects data logical structure of MIS.
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Two MIS which have the same information characteristic, have a certain degree of similarity in
data description feature.And So that it is also relatively high that the realization of the program code
reused of the two systems (REUSED). If we use the structural features of MIS, the use of
object-oriented technology to achieve the characteristics of the program code, the development of a
more flexible MIS software components, you can use the existing results from the system analysis and
logic stage, to a large extent, improve the system's development efficiency.
In our research, the object model including information model, function model and status model
is used to construct MIS.
2.1 Information model
Information model abstracted from MIS is used to describe MIS information structure.
information structure of different MIS is different, and information model is different. Figure 1
shows the structure of the personnel management information, figure 2 is the information structure of
the information structure after the abstract data model obtained by Figure 1. Figure 4&Figure 3 are
another information structure and information model.
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Information structure describes the structural features of MIS information data. the practical
different MIS whose information structure are same can be describe by the same information model.
The information structure of the student system(Figure 5) can be described by information
model(Figure 2); The information structure of the course system(Figure 6) can be described by
information model(Figure 4); So the same information model can describe the data characteristics of
MIS with the same information structure.The logical relationship of MIS data can be described by
information model.
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2.2 status model
Status model is used to describe feature of MIS interface status and MIS data.
The interface status includes the representation of the human-machine interface status and the
data interface.Human-machine interface status is human-machine interaction of MIS. because the
information structure is different, human-machine interface is also different. Such as information
model of figure 2 has three types of entities and two relations; information model of figure 4 has the
two kind of entity and one relation. The 2 types of information model which are different, need to use
different status model as two information model of human-computer interface carrier. In addition,
even if the same information model exists in a variety of ways, a number of status models are required
to meet the application requirements of different performance on the human-machine interface.
2.3 function model
Function model is used to describe the changes characteristics of MIS data, including the
description of the data processing and the description of the system's internal data transfer mechanism.
There is a certain correlation between human-machine interface function and data processing
characteristics of MIS. Although the same information model of the same status model structure, but
their data processing characteristics are different. In Figure 1 and figure 3, MIS has the same
information model, and can be used to implement the same interface status model for their
information structure, but they are different in their data processing function at the interface between
human and computer.
Another important aspect of data processing is to realize internal data conversion. Data
conversion is the function of the data stream processing of MIS. MIS must provide the data output to
meet the application requirements. So function model is able to provide data conversion or statistical
summary, in order to meet the needs of MIS of a wide variety of data. In the actual software
environment, this conversion process is started by a user or an external event. An important role for
function model is to realize the description of the conversion rules, and then realize the data
conversion and processing function.

3. MIS construction principle
We use the above three models as the basis for building MIS. Information model is the basis of
the data structure and storage of MIS, and status model is the basis of MIS interface and
human-computer interaction. Based on these three kinds of models, we can make full use of the
existing development results in various stages of MIS development, so as to accomplish the tasks of
each stage. Information model, which is based on the database technology, the logic structure of the
system database is obtained by status model, and the application of the system is obtained by the
combination of object-oriented technology. Function model and the object-oriented technology can
obtain the application program of data conversion.
The content of information model describes the relationship between entities and entities at the
stage of the design. In the design phase, it becomes the table and table of the database.
Status model is used to describe the interface of the system. He has two functions: (1) the
system's data on the man-machine interface display; (2) to provide the data on the man-machine
interface to implement the event. In the man-machine interface, the data must be based on information
model, and the number of different data models are different, the relationship between the entities is
different, so different status models are designed for different performance requirements.
Function model is used to describe the changes characteristics of MIS data. It is the behavior
characteristic of MIS data. On the other hand, functional prototypes have to be linked with the status
of the prototype, and the system operator can describe the interface driver function prototype, which
enables the prototype to accomplish the specific data processing tasks.

4.Principle of data-driven model
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Compared with the traditional development mode(two tiers development model,shown in figure
7),four tiers development model (figure 8) has been greatly improved. In two tiers development model,
all kinds of MIS function are achieved by writing program code. When new needs arise, the MIS
developed with two tiers development model only modify the source code to met.
Although the three object models are the basis of our construction of MIS, but in order to be able
to use them to build a completely different business characteristics of MIS, the flexibility and
adaptability of the prototype put forward higher requirements. We use the data control (control
parameters) prototype method to drive the prototype, so that the prototype of the object model has a
certain degree of flexibility. Since the prototype implementation is based on the object model, the final
realization of the prototype is driven by the data, we call it: IFS model.
When the prototype of the object is built with data driven, we abstract the object prototype into a
stable and changeable part, wherein, the logic structure of MIS is part of the stable part, and the data
processing part of the system belongs to the changeable part. In addition, the description of the
interface of the system is different in the different operation systems with the same information
structure. When we construct object prototype, we can use the program code to realize its function,
and we can use the variable (attribute) to realize its function in the program, so that the variable part of
the system presents different data processing functions.
There are great differences among all kinds of systems about data processing expression.The data
processing mainly includes (field, record)data increase, delete, modify, data in the voting and other
basic operations. it is defined as meta operation. meta operation can achieve the basic data processing
functions, and have a good reorganization.
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Figure8 chart of Four Tiers Development Model

For the realization of meta operation and object model programming, we construct an
information processing operational system development platform, in this platform based on MIS
development performance for the four tiers development model, as shown in figure 8. The meta
operation is completed by programming on the basis of programming language and database system.
The stable part (structure) of object model is achieved by writing program code to achieve;the variable
part of object model is achieved by control parameters(control data). in object model, meta operation
is the foundation of data-driven processing function and data conversion functions. Development
operational system based on the object model, he is completely driven by the data (control parameters),
adjust and modify MIS, only need to modify the control parameters of the object model.
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In different MIS development, if the shortage of the existing object model to meet the needs of
the real system description, in view of the abstract object model of the corresponding the program
implementation, the new object model development is to program and platform provides the yuan
operation as the basis, if existing meta operation can not meet the new demand, and then write new
operation code.

5.Summary
In this paper, a kind of MMD(Model driven Development) method is found to build
management information system(MIS),whose models are made by information model,status model
and function model. At the software requirements analysis and preliminary design stage,information
model is used to construct the logical framework of MIS data by using the exiting model. At the
software program stage, status model and function model is the basis of code reuse.
Because the object model is realized by the data driven method, it has strong adaptability to the
change of the application system requirement. The four tiers model of MIS development is
proposed,which is based on data-driven object model.By using the four tiers model, the developer will
be able to focus on the logical structure of MIS, which can make full use of the existing program
foundation. In addition, software developers can develop a high level of object model and meta
operation code.
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